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CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE TOWARDS A HAZARD OTHER THAN THAT CAUSING INJURY; RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN APPLICATION

Since about 1850 when negligence—that is, conduct objectively unreasonable in light of the foreseeable risk—joined strict liability and intentionally tortious conduct, there have been three grounds for imposing tort liability upon a defendant whose conduct has caused harm to another. Paralleling the development of negligence as a ground for liability, the doctrine grew that negligence of the plaintiff contributing to his injury barred his recovery. Perhaps the most stringent example of the latter bar is the so-called “outlaw rule,” which prevented plaintiff’s recovery if, at the time of the injury, he was violating a statute.1 Gradually, however, limitations on the outlaw rule were imposed as part of a trend indicating general dissatisfaction with the absolute defense of contributory negligence.2 The last clear chance doctrine, the rule that contributory negligence is a defense to neither actions based upon wilful and wanton recklessness nor to those grounded upon intentionally tortious conduct, that only advertent contributory negligence bars recovery in strict liability cases, the proliferation of workman’s compensation statutes abolishing contributory negligence, and the enactment of comparative negligence legislation, are other manifestations of this discontent.3

One of the more interesting limitations to the contributory negligence defense is the rule that permits a negligent plaintiff to recover for the ordinary negligence of the defendant, provided that plaintiff was not negligent towards the hazard that injured him, but towards another hazard.4 This note traces the development of the “double-hazard” rule by studying in detail those cases in which it was asserted to be applicable. For convenience, two aspects of the rule will be kept separated: (1) what criteria are used to determine whether there was more than one “hazard,” i.e., what is meant by “hazard”?; (2) what standard is used to determine whether the plaintiff was negligent towards the hazard that actually injured him? No clear answer to

2. Ibid.
4. Restatement, Torts § 468 (1934). See also Prosser, op. cit. supra note 3, at § 51; James, supra note 3, at 728-29.
the first question can be expected because the law is still developing. This note only attempts to disclose the current trend. Solving the second problem will be difficult because some courts allow a negligent plaintiff to recover by saying that his negligence was not a "proximate cause" of his injury, while others say simply that the plaintiff was not negligent towards the hazard that injured him. It must be determined whether this difference in treatment materially affects the outcome of the cases.

An understanding of the double-hazard rule depends upon a knowledge of the two landmark cases from which it was fashioned. In Gray & Bell v. Scott, plaintiff's child played in defendant's passageway despite warnings that he might be injured by equipment moving through it. He was killed, however, when a coal car fell into the passageway from defendant's negligently maintained siding above. The defendant claimed that the child had been contributorily negligent by continuing to play in the passage after the warnings. The court rejected this argument and asserted the child had been killed by a risk "entirely different" from that about which he had been warned, adding that he had had no reason to "expect" danger from above. In Smithwick v. Hall & Upson Co., the plaintiff disregarded warnings not to work on that part of a slippery platform which lacked a guard rail. He was injured, however, when a nearby wall collapsed and knocked him to the ground. Citing the Scott case, the court rejected defendant's contributory negligence plea and pointed out that plaintiff had been injured by a "source of danger entirely different" from that about which he had been warned and of which he had no "knowledge."

Considering first the second problem mentioned above, both the Scott and the Smithwick cases seem to use foreseeability as the standard for determining whether the plaintiffs had been negligent. This is indicated by the courts' use of such words as "knowledge" and "expect." What criteria were used for determining that there were two "entirely different" hazards, however, is not so easy a question. The criterion indicated by the Scott case is the direction from which the object causing injury comes. If the passageway

5. See, e.g., cases cited in note 14 infra.
7. 66 Pa. 345 (1870).
8. Id. at 347.
9. 59 Conn. 261, 21 Atl. 924 (1890).
10. Id. at 268, 21 Atl. at 925.
11. Ibid.
12. 66 Pa. at 347.
had contained tracks, and the child had been warned about being struck by a coal car, the decision would probably have been the same. That is to say, it is hardly reasonable to assume the court was distinguishing between a coal car and some other type of moving equipment. A coal car falling from above, then, apparently constituted an "entirely different" risk than one moving down the passageway. Determining the criterion employed in the Smithwick case is even more perplexing. The injury in this case was caused by plaintiff's body falling to the ground. Was the "entirely different" hazard the way in which the fall was brought about (being knocked down instead of slipping) or the object precipitating it (the wall instead of the platform)? The phrase used by the court, "source of danger," is hardly illuminating.

Following these two landmark cases, the rule was next applied in a series which can be described generically as "platform cases." The situation common to all of them was this: the plaintiff stood on the platform or running board of a moving vehicle which collided with another vehicle, one of the drivers being negligent. The courts uniformly held that although the plaintiff was negligent—his position plus the vehicle's motion created the hazard of falling—his negligence was unrelated to the hazard of injury from collision. The courts' creation of two hazards—falling and collision—is logically unacceptable. It is clear that the injury in all of these cases was caused by falling from a moving vehicle. Apparently the courts conceived the separate hazard as being the way in which the fall was precipitated. The platform cases are also interesting because, following a chance remark in the Smithwick case, they not only inquired whether the plaintiff had been negligent according to the foreseeability standard, but also questioned whether plaintiff's negligence was a "proximate cause" of his injury. Why it was necessary to deal with proximate cause after determining that plaintiff was not negligent was not explained.

The overlapping of the negligence and proximate cause questions to the ultimate confusion of both is well illustrated in Kinderavich.
v. Palmer,广泛批评了其对双危险规则的应用。28 原告不小心走上了铁路轨道，东行的火车把他撞昏并把他扔在平行的轨道上。12分钟后，被告的西行火车切断了原告的胳膊。法院认定，即使原告对第一列火车有疏忽，这也不是导致其伤害的近因。29 但法院也说，原告不能对第二列火车有疏忽，因为他昏迷了，不是出于自己的意愿在轨道上。30 因此，法院似乎把每列火车视为一个独立的危险。很难认为法院会发现原告被火车撞击，但不被砸伤自己时的近因。

最后，在最近的案件Furukawa v. Yoshia Ogawa31中，"危险"的概念又有了另一个转折。被告拥有一个垃圾坑，三面用混凝土围栏围起来。围栏上覆盖着垃圾。在将垃圾装进被告的卡车时，原告从墙上滑倒掉进坑里，用钩子戳伤自己。陪审团法院应用了双危险规则，认定原告对站在垃圾覆盖的墙上是有疏忽的，但对钩子不是。32 原告被允许赔偿钩子造成的损失。上诉法院确认了陪审团法院的判决，并补充说原告对钩子没有疏忽，因为他没有意识到危险的严重性。33 陪审团法院显然认为墙和钩子是两个独立的危险，而上诉法院认为掉进坑里是一个危险，而掉在钩子上是另一个。两个法院都似乎使用了可预见性测试来确定原告是否对危险有疏忽。

从上述讨论可以看出，"危险"是一个模糊的概念。没有法院曾经制定过判断给定情形中有多个危险的标准。也没有任何标准从适用双危险规则的案件中明确看出。在

18. 127 Conn. 85, 15 A.2d 83 (1940).
19. E.g., Prosser, Torts § 51, at 286 n.28 (2d ed. 1955).
20. 127 Conn. at 98, 15 A.2d at 89-90.
21. Ibid.
22. 236 F.2d 272 (9th Cir. 1956).
23. Id. at 274 n.2.
24. Id. at 274.
some, the criterion would seem to be the direction from which the injuring object comes;\textsuperscript{25} in some, it would seem to be the way in which the movement causing injury is precipitated;\textsuperscript{26} in others, it would seem to be the existence of two objects, both capable of producing harm but only one of which does;\textsuperscript{27} and in at least one case, the criterion would seem to be the amount of danger foreseeable by the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{28} An inquiry into the goal sought to be achieved by the courts employing it is therefore indicated.

The features common to all of the double-hazard cases are easily enumerated: (1) plaintiff was negligent; (2) defendant was negligent; (3) plaintiff was injured during a course of events which, in some respects and to a greater or lesser degree, was extraordinary. The aim of the courts in the double-hazard cases also is clear: to limit the effect of the plaintiffs' negligence. The liability of a defendant for harm in fact caused by his negligent acts is limited by the doctrine of proximate cause.\textsuperscript{29} One facet of the proximate cause doctrine is the rule that the defendant will not be held responsible for harm that was a sufficiently extraordinary result of his negligence.\textsuperscript{30} The double-hazard rule appears to be an attempt to give plaintiffs the benefit of a similar rule since, theoretically at least, contributory negligence is an \textit{absolute} bar to recovery\textsuperscript{31} and, as was noted above, the sequence of events preceding the injury in all of the double-hazard cases was to some extent extraordinary.

It is submitted, however, that the method used by the courts to limit the legal effect of a plaintiff's negligence is both clumsy and confusing. First of all, it requires the court to find an "entirely different" risk. There has been no consistency about the criteria for determining what is a separate risk and the determination is, in any case, arbitrary. Secondly, the court must then determine that the plaintiff was not negligent with respect to this second risk. In order to find no negligence, the court must recite, with varying amounts of detail, the course of events leading up to the injury and ask whether this precise course was foreseeable. Two things should be noted about this procedure: (1) It is not the method ordinarily

\textsuperscript{26} "Platform cases," supra note 14. See also Smithwick v. Hall & Upson Co., 59 Conn. 261, 21 Atl. 924 (1890).
\textsuperscript{27} Furukawa v. Yoshia Ogawa, 236 F.2d 272 (9th Cir. 1956) (trial court); Kinderavich v. Palmer, 127 Conn. 85, 15 A.2d 83 (1940).
\textsuperscript{28} Furukawa v. Yoshia Ogawa, supra note 27 (appellate court).
\textsuperscript{29} See Restatement, Torts §§ 431, comment d, 435-53 (1934).
\textsuperscript{30} Id. at § 433 (b). See also id. at § 435(2) (Supp. 1948).
\textsuperscript{31} Within the limitations stated in the text at note 3 supra.
used for determining whether a person was negligent—that is, instead of asking “Was the plaintiff acting like a reasonably prudent person in light of the foreseeable risk?” it substitutes the inquiry, “Could a reasonably prudent person have foreseen that by working upon a slippery platform in spite of warnings not to, a nearby wall would collapse and knock him to the ground?” (2) It is not the standard applied to determine whether the defendant in the same case was negligent; the jury thus has two standards of negligence. Finally, this approach to the problem confounds the questions of negligence and proximate cause, an area in which there is sufficient confusion at present.

An example of the confusion that can result from the above process of limiting the effect of a plaintiff’s negligence is *Cosgrove v. Shusterman*. Here the plaintiff was riding on the running board of an automobile which collided with another at an intersection; the plaintiff was crushed between the two cars. After mentioning the double-hazard rule, the court said that the test of plaintiff’s negligence was whether he ought reasonably to have foreseen the hazard from which his injury resulted; the rule applied no further than to answer this question. However, the court then added that if this question was answered affirmatively, the remaining question would be, was plaintiff’s negligence the proximate cause of his injury? In explanation, the court said that plaintiff would not be barred for injuries which were an extraordinary result of his negligence. It is difficult, if not impossible, to conceive of a case where a “hazard” which should have been foreseen could in any sense be extraordinary, but that is the apparent holding of the *Cosgrove* case.

In spite of this difficulty, however, the *Cosgrove* case does indicate a method of limiting the effect of a plaintiff’s negligence while avoiding the objections previously noted to the double-hazard rule as traditionally employed. It is believed that a better method would be to determine whether the plaintiff was negligent in the same way that determination is made about the defendant, viz., in light of the

34. 129 Conn. at 5, 26 A.2d at 473.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid. at 7-10, 26 A.2d at 474-75.
foreseeable risk, was the plaintiff acting as a reasonably prudent man? If this question is answered negatively, as it would have been in all of the double-hazard cases, the court could inquire whether this negligence was the proximate cause of plaintiff’s injuries. At this point, if the court thought the sequence of events connecting the plaintiff’s negligence with his injury was sufficiently unusual, it could eliminate the legal effect of that negligence. The proposed method has two advantages over that requiring the creation of an “entirely different” risk: (1) the standard for determining negligence is applied consistently to both plaintiffs and defendants; (2) it permits the courts to limit a plaintiff’s responsibility for his negligent acts in the same manner that they limit a defendant’s responsibility. It should be noted that the proposed solution would not preclude the courts, in their continuing efforts to circumvent the contributory negligence defense, from applying different standards to plaintiffs and defendants in the determination of what is “extraordinary.”